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Need to downscale atmosphere as well!

9+27 km forcing COAMPS

~ 200 km forcing (CORE)
New Data Flow: ATM->CPL->OCN

ATM -> CPL

- ATM:
  - Sa_a at Cpa (hourly)

CPL

- uses Sa_o and So_o to compute Fa_o
- Fa_o at Cpo (daily)
- uses Sa_a and So_o to compute Fa_o

LND

- LND:
  - Sa_a at Cp_a (hourly)

ICE

- ICE:
  - Sa_a at Cp_a (hourly)

OCN Driver

- OCN Driver:
  - Sa_r and So_r to compute Fa_o
  - POP SST
  - OCN SST

POP

- POP:
  - uses Sa_r and So to compute Fa_o
  - So_r (ROMS SST)

ROMS

- ROMS:
  - uses Sa_r and So to compute Fa_o
  - So_r (ROMS SST)
Need to downscale Atmosphere as well!

9+ ▪ ▪ 27 km forcing (COAMPS)  ~200 km forcing (CORE)